In conventional secure precise wireless transmission (SPWT), fully digital beamforming (FDB) has a high secrecy performance in transmit antenna system, but results in a huge RFchain circuit budget for medium-scale and large-scale systems. To reduce the complexity, this letter considers a hybrid digital and analog (HDA) structure with random frequency mapped into the RF-chains to achieve SPWT. Then, a hybrid SPWT scheme based on maximizing signal-to-leakage-and-noise ratio (SLNR) and artificial-noise-to-leakage-and-noise ratio (ANLNR) (M-SLNR-ANLNR) is proposed. Compared to the FDB scheme, the proposed scheme reduces the circuit budget with low computational complexity and comparable secrecy performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Secure precise wireless transmission (SPWT) is a promising physical layer security technology [1] - [4] which transmits confidential signal precisely to a determined direction and distance, while bluemakes confidential signal seriously distorted out of the specified range. Based upon the technique of direction modulation (DM) [5] - [7] , SPWT can only guarantee the security in a specific direction. As a further advance, the authors of [8] and [9] proposed a linear frequency diverse array (LFDA) method to achieve SPWT. However, the direction angle and distance achieved by LFDA may be coupled, which means that there may exist multiple directions and distances receiving the same confidential message as the desired users received. To address this problem, the authors of [10] - [12] proposed a random frequency diverse array (RFDA) scheme, in which the frequency is randomly allocated on each transmit antenna and the correlation direction and distance are decoupled.
Nevertheless, all the above SPWT schemes are based on full digital beamforming (FDB) structure, and as the number of antennas tends to be in a medium or large scale, the computational complexity of digital beamforming is significantly increased. Furthermore, the circuit cost of the FDB structure is too expensive for commercial applications. Thus, a hybrid digital and analog (HDA) beamforming structure is emerging which is less expensive and has low complexity but with Tong comparable performance. In [13] , Zhang et al. firstly proposed a hybrid precoding algorithm to make a balance between circuit complexity and system performance. Shu et al. of [14] proposed a low-complexity hybrid structure beamforming in massive MIMO receive array.
Against the above researches, this paper focuses on the design of HDA beamforming. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
1) We propose a novel hybrid maximizing signal-toleakage-and-noise ratio (SLNR) and artificial-noise-toleakage-and-noise ratio (ANLNR) (M-SLNR-ANLNR) scheme by digital beamforming (DB) vector, analog beamforming (AB) vector and artificial-noise (AN) vector which achieves the suboptimal secrecy rate (SR). Meanwhile, this algorithm has addressed the moduloone constrained problem in analog beamforming. 2) The convergency and complexity have been analysed and compared to the conventional full digital scheme.Our proposed scheme can achieve secrecy performance close to that of the conventional FDB schemes, and secrecy performance better than that of the hybrid scheme based on equal-amplitude (EA) beamforming. The remainder of this letter is organized as follows. In Section II, we propose a hybrid SPWT system model. Then, a low complexity hybrid M-SLNR-ANLNR scheme is presented in Section III. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
N otations: throughout the paper, matrices, vectors, and scalars are denoted by letters of bold upper case, bold lower case, and lower case, respectively. Signs (·) T , (·) H , and (·) −1 denote matrix transpose, conjugate transpose, and Moore-Penrose inverse, respectively. The symbol I K denotes the K × K identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Considering a SPWT system which consists of a uniformlyspaced linear array (ULA) transmitter Alice, a legitimate user Bob and an eavesdropper Eve. It is assumed that Alice has N antenna elements which is divided into K sub-arrays, and each sub-array is composed of M antenna elements, i.e., N = KM . Both Bob and Eve are equipped with a single antenna and located on (θ B , R B ) and (θ E , R E ), respectively. In our assumption, their positions are known by Alice. Fig. 1 provides an example of SPWT system with HDA beamforming.
With DB, the baseband precoded s d is given by where
is the DB vector subjecting to v H d v d = 1, and w denotes the AN beamforming vector with the constraint tr{w H w} = 1. Moreover, x is a complex digital modulation symbol with E{x * x} = 1, P denotes the total transmit power and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the power allocation factor. Then, after AB operation, the transmit signal vector becomes
where V A denotes the block diagonal AB matrix which can be expressed as
Herein,
is the AB vector of k-th sub-array, where ϕ k,m , (m = 1, 2, · · · , M ) is the phase shifting. For a ULA transmitter Alice having N elements, M transmit antennas of each sub-array are combined with the same RF chain. Thus with the central frequency f c and the sub-carrier [15] , [16] bandwidth ∆f , the frequency allocated to the k-th sub-array is given by
where η k is the sub-carrier index of the k-th sub-array. Suppose that there are totally N f sub-carriers in our system, and η k ∈ S η , (η i = η j , j = i), where S η = {1, 2, · · · , N f } is the sub-carrier index set. Moreover, we assume that the total bandwidth B = N f ∆f ≪ f c , and η k is randomly selected from S η . We set the first element of the array as the reference antenna. According to [9] and [17] , the normalized steering vector for a specific location (θ, R) relative to the ULA is given by
where
denotes the phase shift of the k-th sub-array and m-th element relative to the reference antenna, d denotes the element spacing of the ULA at Alice, and b k,
Then, for simplicity, we define h B and h E as the abbreviations of h(θ B , R B ) and h(θ E , R E ), respectively. Considering a communication system with line of sight (LoS) channel, and far-field communication, the received signal at Bob can be expressed as (9) where n B denotes the received additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at Bob with the distribution CN (0, σ 2 ). Similarly, the received signal at Eve is given by
where n E denotes the received AWGN at Eve with the distribution CN (0, σ 2 ). Hence, SR can be represented as
III. THE PROPOSED LOW-COMPLEXITY LEAKAGE-BASED HYBRID BEAMFORMING
In order to reduce the computational complexity of SPWT scheme, we propose a M-SLNR-ANLNR hybrid beamforming scheme. Due to the fact that the AB vector V A is highly coupled with v d and w in the SR expression, we choose to optimize the SLNR and ANLNR. This is owing to the fact that the problem of maximizing SR can be approximated as maximizing the product of SLNR and ANLNR in the medium and large SNR region. In the following, we firstly give the suboptimal beamforming vector by maximizing SLNR and then obtain the AN vector by maximizing ANLNR, respectively.
A. Proposed Scheme
In terms of HDA beamforming, DB vector v d , the AB matrix V A and AN beamforming vector w are our optimization variables. To reduce the computational complexity, we let
and v a = 1 √ M [e jϕ1 , e jϕ2 , · · · , e jϕM ] T .
Then, for the desired user, the SLNR can be expressed as
and hence the optimization problem is written as
It can be clearly seen from (15) that it is difficult to solve V A and v d simultaneously because they are coupled in (14) and each element in V A has the same amplitude. In the following, we will first solve 
Proposition 1. Given an initial v a [0], and for each ϕ m , the optimal ϕ m can be obtained by gradient descent method when other ϕ i,(i =m) are fixed.
where the denotations of R E,m , I B,m , R B,m , I E,m , y 1 , and y 2 are provided in Appendix A.
Proof. The proof is shown in Appendix A.
Based upon Proposition 1, by a number of iterations, we can obtain the optimal solution of v * a . 2) Solving for v d : Next, we solve the optimal value of v d .
As v * a is obtained, by substituting v * a into (14), the expression of SLNR can be rewritten as
According to the generalized Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [18] , the optimal v d is the normalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
Solving for w: Finally, we design the AN vector by maximizing the ANLNR, which is defined as
Then, the optimal w is the normalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
The complete iterative procedure of solving problem (15) is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
. As a result, the value of SLNR increases after each iteration, due to SLNR ≤ αP σ 2 . Therefore, Algorithm 1 converges.
Complexity Analysis: According to (19) and Appendix A, the computational complexity of DB is O(3K 3 + 2K(2N + K)) in terms of floating-point operations (FLOPs), while the computation complexity of AB is O(K 2 + KN ) FLOPs. Additionally, as shown in (21), computing AN vector w requires O(3K 3 + 2K(2N + K)) FLOPs. Thus, the total computational complexity of this hybrid beamforming scheme is O(T * (3K 3 +3K 2 +5KN )+3K 3 +2K(2N +K)) FLOPs, where T is the iteration times.
By comparison, for the conventional FDB scheme [17] , the computational complexity of DB v d is O(2N 3 + 2N 2 ) FLOPs. In addition, the computational complexity for AN vector w is O(N 3 + 2N 2 ) FLOPs, then we finally have the total computational complexity of the full DB scheme as O(3N 3 + 4N 2 ) FLOPs. It is noteworthy that the complexity of conventional FDB scheme is generally higher than that of proposed scheme, namely N > K. Consequently, our proposed hybrid beamforming scheme has a lower complexity than the FDB scheme.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of our methods, the parameters and specifications in our simulation are used as follows. By default, we set f c = 3GHz, B = 20MHz, N f = 1024, d = c/2f c , K = 32, and M = 4. We assume σ 2 B = σ 2 E , and the location of Bob and of Eve are set in (45 • , 600m), and (120 • , 300m), respectively. Fig. 2 plots the 3-D surface of SINR versus the direction angle and the distance. It can be seen that that only a main energy peak appears at the position of Bob, which indicates Secrecy Rate(bits/s/Hz) Proposed Hybrid Scheme FDB Scheme in [16] Hybrid Based on EA α=0.9 α=0.5 α=0.1 Fig. 3 . Secrecy rate versus SNR with Bob and Eve located in different direction angle.
our proposed scheme can achieve SPWT. Moreover, the size of the main peak depends on both the number of antennas N and the total bandwidth B, and it becomes larger as N and B increase. Fig. 3 compares the secrecy rate of the proposed hybrid M-SLNR-ANLNR scheme, the FDB scheme in [17] and the hybrid scheme with equal-amplitude (EA) beamforming versus the SNR. The EA scheme designs beamforming vector by maximizing SINR at Bob as h H B V a v d = 1 and h H B V a w = 0, thus SINR B = 1 σ 2 , but this scheme does not consider the SINR at Eve which may also be large. The simulation results show that our proposed hybrid scheme performs almost the same as the FDB scheme. And there exists a clear gap between proposed hybrid scheme and hybrid EA scheme, which tends to be large when α = 0.5 and α = 0.9. Fig. 4 illustrates the SLNR versus iteration times. It shows that, the SLNR of our proposed scheme converges within three iterations, and with the initial vector obtained in [17] , it converges within only two iterations. Fig. 5 illustrates the curve of the complexity versus the total number of antennas. From this figure, it is seen that the complexity of our proposed scheme grows much slower than that of the conventional FDB scheme, as the total number of antennas increases, in particular with in a medium or large scale. Notably, the complexity of the proposed scheme increases as M decreases, since K increases with N , and the complexity of the proposed scheme depends on K and N .
In summary, the proposed hybrid scheme can achieve SPWT with low complexity. Therefore, although the FDB scheme has a better performance than the proposed hybrid scheme due to the AB vector having a equal-modular constraint, our proposed hybrid scheme has the close performance to the FDB scheme, as well as has a significantly superior performance to the EA hybrid scheme.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we proposed a M-SLNR-ANLNR SPWT scheme based on hybrid beamforming in order to reduce the circuit budget and the complexity in the medium-scale and large-scale SPWT systems. To solve the formulation problem, we presented a pair of beamforming and AN vectors by maximizing SLNR and ANLNR, respectively. The simulation results have shown that our proposed scheme has almost the same secrecy performance as and much lower complexity than the conventional FDB scheme. Finally, the proposed scheme is superior to the hybrid EA scheme in term of SR.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF ϕ m
By substituting Eqs. (4), (12) and (13) 
where 
where Re(·) and Im(·) denote the real part and the imaginary part, respectively. Similarly, we can obtain |h H This complete the derivation of ϕ m .
